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Technical and Software Support (TSS) Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

1. Introducing Technical and Software Support Service (TSS) 
 
We are pleased to launch a new service offering for printer products, Technical and Software Support (TSS) 

agreements, as part of our suite of Zebra OneCare Services.   TSS is available for all printer products and select 

ZebraLink software products within the Printer portfolio.  TSS parallels the successful Software Support agreements 

(SWS) offering which is available for EVM products.  It is part of newly refreshed messaging and proposition with 

respect to the Zebra Services Portfolio. This FAQ document will focus on the addition of TSS.   

 

What is Technical and Software Support? 

TSS is a globally available subscription support agreement to deliver technical support and software releases for SPG 

printer products.  TSS is available under 1, 3, and 5 year agreements for both standard and custom printers. Features 

include: 

• Dedicated phone line for support 

• Access to software releases 

• Service levels for live support:  8x5 base availability, 4 hour response 

• Priority call handling with defined escalation processes:  Access to expertise and engineering resources 

Further details on the support provided buy Zebra is available at https://www.zebra.com/technicalsupport. 

 

What It Means - Value: 

TSS provides live technical support with defined service levels and response times including access to available 

software releases.  TSS helps our customers realize the full value of their product through maximized availability, 

increased uptime and efficiency. TSS strives for optimized performance through the latest functionality available in 

new releases.   

Through TSS, our customers will be able to take advantage of Zebra’s unparalleled expertise on the products and 

the applications for which they were designed as well as industry leading support systems and processes.  

Warranty and Service Linkages 

The chart below provides a view of the differences between warranty and service for hardware based solutions: 

Services are available for customers who need hardware, tech support and software releases as a package under 

Zebra OneCare Essential or Select, and customers who only need technical support and software releases under 

TSS). 

 

Zebra support services portfolio – At a Glance 

https://www.zebra.com/technicalsupport
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NOTE:  Services and Service availability may differ by region.  Please contact your Zebra sales representative for 

details 

The diagram below shows a comparison between warranty and service for software only based solutions. Services 

are available for customers who need Technical support and software releases under the TSS service. 

 

WARRANTY TSS ESSENTIAL SELECT 
Term 12 months 1-5 years 3-5 years 3-5 years 
Support Help Desk 90 days only, 8x5 8x5 8x5 24x7 
Online access to restricted software 

90 days only   
Full access for term of  

contract 
Full access for term of  

contract 
Full access for term of  

contract 
Repair Turnaround Time  

 
N/A 3 business days 

from receipt in service  
center 

Same day shipment of  
replacement device 

Coverage Repair or replace due to manufacturing  
defects and workmanship; r  
 

N/A Comprehensive coverage,  
including normal 

wear and tear and  
accidental breakage 

Comprehensive coverage,  
including normal 

wear and tear and  
accidental breakage 

Printhead Coverage 6 Months Printhead warranty  N/A Standard Standard 
Device Commissioning (application loading  
and configuration management) N/A 

N/A Option Standard 

Spares Pool Management N/A N/A N/A Standard 
Online Return Material Authorization 
(RMA) support 

Standard N/A Standard Standard 

Operational Visibility Service N/A N/A Additional Service Additional Service 
Return Shipping Regular shipment N/A Regular shipment Next business day 
Battery Maintenance and Refresh N/A N/A Option Option 
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We recognize that our products may be key components of important processes. For this reason, we are offering 

customers via our support services, access to higher levels of support than a standard warranty may provide. 

Where to find more information on Zebra services: 

You are encouraged to view the webinar presentations which can be found on the Source.  Presentations are available 

that cover warranty and other Zebra OneCare support services in greater detail.    
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2. Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q: Why should a customer purchase a support agreement such as TSS?   
 
A: Customers purchase Zebra products to help them enable their critical business processes. Zebra services can 
help maximize the uptime and performance of those vital operational technologies.  It can further help our 
customers enable their critical business processes that our customers’ utilized to deliver predictable, quantifiable 
business outcomes.   
 
The Zebra support services portfolio including the new TSS service which provides a comprehensive set of services 
from which customers can expect high value, quality support available at various levels to suit their business needs 
and manage the operational risk. In business critical situations, risk has to be managed. Among the items customers 
should consider are:  
 

 What happens in the case of an accident or incident and a device is dropped or damaged?  

 What is the cost to the business if the devices are not operating to peak performance? 

 What happens if settings are changed and a mobile worker needs support?  

 How much time, resource and product specific expertise does a company’s IT team have to manage the 
support or repair loop, the updating of new mobile software, and to manage all events?   

 What if a change in the operational environment and circumstances requires a newer software release? 
 

 Zebra support services may help to mitigate the risks and transfers some of that risk to Zebra. 
 

Q: How would a customer buy a TSS agreement?    
 
A: The process to purchasing a TSS agreement is identical to the current process for purchasing a Zebra OneCare 
Essential or Select agreement from either a direct reseller or an authorized distributor.  Simplified, dedicated SKUs 
have been created on a product family and term length basis to make it easy to order.  Zebra will accept a Purchase 
order including these SKUs, the serial and units to be covered, with appropriate customer information, and prices.  
 
Zebra will create a contract in its entitlement system based on the information on the purchase order.  The contract 
number along with the Service Description Document, Units covered, and terms and condition will be sent back 
through the reseller/distributor as acknowledgement that the agreement is received and active in our systems. 
Customer’s will have the ability to view the entitlement and coverage dates through Zebra’s Warranty and Contract 
lookup tool on www.zebra.com/support.    

 
Q: When should TSS be purchased?  
 

A: If a customer is not purchasing a Zebra OneCare agreement, they should purchase TSS upfront at the time of 

their printer purchase.  This helps ensures customers receive the full value of their support solution from day one in 

addition to benefiting from a lower price for buying TSS within 30 days of the hardware.  

 
Q: Who should buy TSS? 
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A: TSS will be available for all standard and custom printer products. Things to consider when making a decision as 

to which service Zebra OneCare service to buy such as   Essential, Select or, TSS should include a determination of 

the preferred route to a complete solution.   Where the customer is choosing to have their products serviced by a 

ZASP, third Party or even required to make use of per incident T&M service, a TSS agreement may be needed to 

ensure ongoing expert live support in addition to being able to gain access to restricted software not otherwise 

made available to non-contract customers.      

 
Q: How is Technical and Software Support different from the Zebra OneCare? 
 
A: Customers purchase Zebra OneCare service agreements and TSS support agreements to gain on-going care. This 
includes full access to Zebra’s extensive technical support resources and to latest software releases. Without Zebra 
OneCare or a Technical and Software Support TSS Service, such access terminates after 90 days. 
 
Under Zebra OneCare Essential and TSS, Zebra commits to providing a technical response within 4 hours. Within the 
first 90 days, when Zebra technical support is available to customers, there is no defined service level commitment.  
 
Whereas TSS agreements will provide for 8 x 5 support with a targeted response time plus access to Software 
releases, Zebra OneCare Essential and Select add repair entitlements and defined turnaround times for those 
repairs. Zebra OneCare provides for varying levels of hardware support, technical support, and repair turnaround 
times plus numerous options to customize your service requirements to best meet your business needs.  Software 
releases and upgrades are included in the Zebra OneCare contract. And, Zebra OneCare is truly comprehensive so 
that normal wear and tear and accidental damage is covered.  

 

Q: Is TSS available for a product that has been customized by Zebra? 

A: Yes, a TSS will cover custom products that have been designed and manufactured by Zebra. However if the 
product is hardware we strongly recommend Zebra OneCare is purchased to provide the same level of service 
throughout its life. 

 
Q: During what times am I allowed to access technical support under a TSS agreement?  
 
A: Zebra will provide technical support during the following business hours (excluding locally -observed holidays). 
Please note that after hours support and self-help will continue to be available through support web pages 
available on  
https://www.zebra.com/technicalsupport 
  

North America (NA) and Latin America (LA): Monday–Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. (CST) 

Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA):  

  

Country Supported Days of 
Week 

Local Hours of Support 

France, Italy, Spain Mon - Thur 08:30 -12:30 & 13:30 – 
17:30 

https://www.zebra.com/technicalsupport
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France, Italy, Spain Fri 08:30 -12:30 & 13:30 – 
16:30 

Turkey Mon – Fri 08:30 -17:30 

United Arab Emirates & Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia 

Sun - Thur 08:00 – 18:00 

Poland, Czech Rep, Hungary & Slovakia Mon – Fri 09:00 – 17:00 

South Africa Mon – Fri 08:00 – 17:00 

UK, Ireland & Sweden Mon – Fri 08:00 – 17:30 

Germany Mon – Fri 09:00 – 17:00 

Russian Federation Mon – Fri 09:00 – 19:00 

Belgium, Netherlands & Luxembourg Mon – Fri 09:00 – 17:00 

 

Asia Pacific (APAC): Monday–Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Singapore SGT) 

 

Q: Are live technical support and software releases available to our customers outside of the new 
Technical and Software Support agreements?  
 
A: Printer customers may only access live technical support and restricted classes of software either in the first 90 
days or under an active support agreement such as Zebra OneCare or TSS agreement     
Please note that Zebra maintains an active self-help knowledge management tool online at 
www.zebra.com/support to serve our customer during off hours. This tool is available to all Zebra customers 
regardless of coverage.  

 
Q: Are live technical support and software releases available to our Partners without a support 
agreement?  
 
A: Partners may contact Zebra’s technical support teams for generic technical requests at any time, and for post-
deployment problems with specific products that are under service contract or within the first 90 days. Partners 
may download all available software releases for test and evaluation.  Partners may also distribute restricted 
software releases at any time to their customers’ devices that are entitled or are under a service contract.  
However, partners may not download or distribute restricted software releases of any kind to devices that are not 
under a service contract or are outside the 90 days entitlement. 
 
Zebra continues to create service offerings which complement our partners’ solutions.  Partners can resell or 
integrate Zebra’s service into their own offerings enabling new revenue and differentiation. TSS may be ideal for 
those customers, partners and ZASPs that only need access to software downloads and technical support. 

 
Q: What level of access to software is provided under TSS? 
 
A: All information on Zebra’s Software is at www.zebra.com/software.  Zebra Software will be classified into 3 
categories and identified on Web portals as follows: 

 Restricted – Examples: Device operating systems and firmware as well as standalone software assets 
that are purchased. These assets are restricted by Zebra and access will be allowed under entitlement 
under a TSS or Z1C service contract or within the first 90 days of the original warranty.   

http://www.zebra.com/support
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 Unrestricted – Examples; drivers and SDK’s. These assets are not restricted by Zebra and are available to 
anyone with access to the Zebra portals to download. Unrestricted assets will have no icon. 

 DemoWare – Examples; software that is of limited functionality till a license is purchased. These assets 
are not restricted in terms of downloading, but they are provided with limited functionality or duration 
until such time as a license is purchased 

 
Clearly defined End User License Agreements (EULA’s) are being put into place ensuring that entitlement to 
obtain and use the software produced by Zebra is clearly understood along with the implications of using un-
entitled software. This will ensure that users are clear what software they can obtain and use. Essentially any 
customer not on a support contract or using restricted software (including bug fix releases) that was released 
later than 90 days after their purchase will be in breach of the EULA. 

 
Q:  If there is an active case still open at the end of term will Zebra stop working on it? 
 

A: Most issues are resolved at the time of the first contact with Zebra’s support team so the cases extending 

beyond the end of contract are rare. However, where the resolution extends pasts the term of the original 

agreement, it may not become available to a customer unless they are continuing their support agreement under a 

renewal. The entitlement under TSS is for live technical support during the term of the agreement; there are no 

guarantees of a resolution within that time.  Entitlement is also for any software release Zebra makes available 

during the term of the agreement.  

 
Q: I am rolling out a new installation of Zebra devices. How do I ensure support is available throughout 
the rollout? 
 
A: The best solution to ensure coverage over an extended rollout is to purchase a support agreement as devices are 
purchased for the rollout.  This will assist you in keeping coverage from lapsing through the rollout period, help you 
realize the full value of the agreement over the term, and allow you to take advantage of the lower price available 
for service purchased at the time of the device purchase.  Our sales team and contracts administration groups may 
be able to assist if a co-termination is needed.     

 
Q: I am a partner that provides depot and onsite service. How can I leverage TSS and what value is 
provide for my company?  
 
A: Through TSS an authorized service provider is able to leverage the expertise and infrastructure available directly 
from Zebra Technologies.  Zebra maintains a robust live support system and process that tracks and monitors each 
call through potential resolution.  Zebra’s defined escalation process allows for access to expertise on the products 
and applications for which they were designed.  Zebra has the ability to access engineers, quality and 
manufacturing teams within the processes. 
 
TSS allows for you to scale your support capabilities.   By integrating the TSS offering into a complete service 
proposition, Partners can leverage the Zebra’s expertise and systems to scale their solution, better allocate time 
and efforts dedicated to support and possibly reduce their overall cost to serve.    
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Further, TSS allows live support with defined service levels and access to software releases that are not otherwise 
available without an entitlement.  

 
Q: As TSS is just being released what other support is available through the transition to a new 
warranty policy?  
 
A: Our customers have enjoyed technical support over time even though not explicitly entitled under the prior 
warranty statement. Zebra will not be turning off support availability as soon as the new warranty goes live on 11th 
April 2016.   There will be a grace period from the go live date until 30th September 2016 in which customers who 
purchased product before then may carry on receiving what they receive today as long as it is still under hardware 
warranty.  After that time they must be on a support contract such as TSS or Zebra OneCare to receive live support 
and access to software releases. Product shipped after to 11th April 2016 will attract the new warranty immediately. 

 
Q: How Zebra’s support agents determine whether I have coverage under a TSS agreement.    
  
A: Once a TSS agreement is purchased, Zebra will add a contract in its service agreement entitlement system.  The 

information that is captured under the agreement includes the serial numbers covered, the products cover by item 

configuration number, start and end dates, term, partner, end user information, etc.   Zebra’s support agents will 

have access to this information to validate the coverage when a call is received.   

 

Q: What options are available if the customer calls in for support and find that their products are no 

longer covered?     

 
A: Where a support contract is not in place and the entitlement has lapsed, customers may be directed to purchase 
a Short Term Contract to manage their individual case and unit.  Coverage is identical to TSS but for a shorter term 
(30 days).   Short Term Contracts can be purchased online with a link to be provided by the Support agent at the 
time of call.   
 
Alternatively, customers may be directed back to an authorized Zebra Partner where they have expressed interest 
in covering their complete estate of printers.      
 
Please note that Zebra maintains an active self-help knowledge management tool online at 
www.zebra.com/support to serve our customer during off hours. This tool is available to all Zebra customers 
regardless of coverage.  
 

Q: Should all units in the customer install base be covered by a support agreement?  Or, should just a 
segment of the units be cover under an agreement? 
 
A: All units should be covered to ensure complete coverage. Zebra will check that there is active coverage for the 
device being called on at the time of engagement.  Only units under a support agreement or warranty entitlement 
are eligible for live support. Further, restricted software can only be downloaded into entitled units in accordance 
with the specific EULA that will need to be accepted prior to download of that software.  

 
Q: Is TSS available globally or just in specific regions? Is Zebra supporting multiple languages with TSS?  

http://www.zebra.com/support
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A: TSS will be available globally to customers with the same scope of work and deliverables defined in the Service 
Description Document.  Customer may engage a local Zebra Partner to assist in buying a TSS agreement.  Zebra 
supports its customer in 16 different languages throughout the globe.  The language tier 1 support will be provided 
in for the new TSS support is line the currently supported language within a particular country. 
 
Q: If I have a Zebra OneCare Essential or Select agreement should I also buy TSS? 
 
A: No, Zebra OneCare is a higher level service which in addition to repair service, includes as a subset of benefits 
the same live support and software entitlements as being offered under the new TSS agreement. 

 
Q: Who will deliver TSS?  
 
A: TSS will be delivered by Zebra or its designated authorized affiliates within particular geographies. 

 
Q: I am considering an OVS solution for my printers. Can I buy TSS instead of Zebra OneCare Essential or 
Select to go along with OVS?   
 
A: No, Essential or Select service is required to be put in place with OVS. TSS does not provide the full level of 
visibility needed to get the full value of the OVS solution. 

 
Q: Is Install, Configure, Assist service included in with TSS?   
 

A: No, While TSS provides for a long-term live support and software access, ICA is a separate service that provides 

for a one-time, structured call/ web support service focused on assisting the customer achieving a successful, rapid 

printer installation. 

 
Q: If a customer modifies the hardware in such a way that is not considered field serviceable can the 
customer still obtain a TSS or Zebra OneCare contract? 
 
A:  Products that have been modified in field or been tampered with are not eligible for coverage under TSS.  
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The information contained in this FAQ Notice regarding product compliance with the Trade Agreements Act ("TAA") or any other Federal 
Regulation, law, rule or standard is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a legally binding representation that such 
product complies therewith.  Information contained in this FAQ Notice is subject to change without prior notice. In no event shall Zebra 
Technologies be held directly or indirectly liable for any damage or loss caused or alleged to have been caused by or in connection with the use 
of, or reliance on, the information found in this FAQ. To confirm whether any particular Zebra, Inc. product is compliant with any Federal 
Regulation, law, rule or standard please contact FederalProductQuestions@zebra.com 
 

The Information provided in this submission is for information and budgetary purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell 
or license any products or services.  This submission is not binding on Zebra Technologies International, LLC and Zebra 
Technologies International LLC is making no representations, warranties, or commitments with respect to pricing, products, 
payment terms, credit or terms and conditions. 
 
©2016 ZIH Corp and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved. Zebra and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of ZIH Corp., 
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.  All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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